Spring 2016

Applied Theology

CE 204—Christian Education and Discipleship (Halvorsen)

Required Textbooks

 Reserve Reading

CL 312 / 412—Ecclesiology and Church Order (Rentel)

Required Textbooks

 Reserve Reading
None

HO 205—Advanced Topics in Homiletics: Challenging Contexts and Special Occasions (Halvorsen)

Required Textbooks
Liturgical texts for the Orthodox Christian services of Baptism, Theophany, Marriage and Funeral. (Available online and in multiple printed formats)
**Reserve Reading**


**PT 208—Issues in Pastoral Ministry: Parish Administration (Hatfield)**

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**

None

**PT 322—Parish Revitalization (Solak)**

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**


Biblical Studies


**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**


**OT 304 / 404—Hosea (Pentiuc)**

**Required Textbooks**

**Reserve Reading**
None

**Historical Studies**

**CH 379—Introduction to the History of Indian Christianity (Daniel)**

**Required Textbooks**
Firth, Cyril B. *An Introduction to Indian Church History*. Delhi: ISPCK Publishers and Distributors, 2013. 978-8172144753. ($12.36)

*Reserve Reading*


Philip, E M. *The Indian Church of St Thomas*. Changanacherry: Kerala Published by Mor Adai Study Centre in association with J.S.C. Publications, 2014. 9788192837130. (BX163.P45 2014)


**CH 433—Modern Historiography and the Dilemma of the Church Historian (Schneider)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*


**PA 204—Themes in Patristic Theology (Behr)**

*Required Textbooks*


*Reserve Reading*


PA 473—St Maximus the Confessor (Behr)

**Required Textbooks**

[NB only one of either Balthasar or Thunberg is required]


Louth, Andrew. *Maximus the Confessor*. 0415118468. ($35)

*Maximus the Confessor. Selected Writings*. 028104175X. ($24)

*St Maximus the Confessor. On the Cosmic Mystery of Christ*. 088141249X. ($16)

*St Maximus the Confessor. Two Hundred Chapters on Theology*, 978-0881415186 ($23)

Thunberg, Lars. *Microcosm and Mediator*. 081269211X. ($55)

**Reserve Reading**


Blowers, Paul M. *Exegesis and Spiritual Pedagogy in Maximus the Confessor*. (BR65.M38676 B46 1991)


Törönen, Melchisedec. *Union and Distinction in the Thought of St Maximus the Confessor*. (BR1720.M35 T67 2007)

**Languages and Writing Instruction**

AR 014—Introductory Arabic (El Massih)

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**

None
AR 018—Intermediate Arabic (Ozone)

**Required Textbooks**


**Required Reserve Reading**

None

BL 200—Reading Biblical Greek (Barnet)

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**


BL 319 / 419—Greek Christian Poetry (Parsenios)

**Required Textbooks**


**Reserve Reading**


SY 302—Introduction to Syriac (Pentiuc)

**Required Textbooks**

Reserve Reading
None

TW 205—Pro-Seminar: Academic Research and Research-Writing for Theology (Schneider)

Required Texts

Reserve Reading

Liturgy

LA 311—Orthodox Iconology: Iconography within the Context of Worship (Schneider)

Required Texts
Mango, Cyril. The Art of the Byzantine Empire 312-1453: Sources and Documents. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972. 0802066275. (§23.95)

Reserve Reading

LA 333 / 433—Orthodox Iconology in the Context of General Culture (Schneider)

Required Texts

*Reserve Reading*


*Dumbarton Oaks Papers* S6 (2002) and S4 (2000) [symposia on pilgrimage and on City of Constantinople] (DF503.D84 V. 54 and 56)


**LI 022—Liturgical Practice of the Orthodox Church in America (Rentel)**

*Required Textbooks*


Erickson, John, et al., eds. *Holy Friday Matins with the Passion Gospels and Royal Hours*. Yonkers, NY: St Vladimir’s Seminary Press. 978-0866420310. ($7)


Majkrzak, Herman and Vitaly Permiakov, eds. *Hieratikon: Office Book for Priest and Deacon*. South Canaan, PA: St Tikhon’s Seminary Press. 978-0990502920 ($38)


OCA Liturgical Calendar [2016 edition]. (approximately $30)


Soroka, Igor, ed. *Service for Those Fallen Asleep “Panikhida.”* South Canaan, PA: St Tikhon’s Seminary Press. 978-1878997388. ($10)

Reserve Reading
None

**LI 022A—Liturgical Practice of the Antiochian Archdiocese of North America (Zain)**

*Required Textbooks (see instructor before purchasing textbooks)*


*Reserve Reading*

None

**LM 030—Liturgical Music of the Orthodox Church in America (Majkrzak and Freeman)**

*Required Textbooks*

None

*Reserve Reading*

None

**LM 030A—Byzantine Chant of the Antiochian Archdiocese of North America (El Massih)**

*Required Textbooks*

None
Reserve Reading
None

LT 102—The Liturgy of Initiation (Meyendorff)

Required Textbooks

Reserve Reading

LT 331 / 431—The Sanctification of Life (Meyendorff)

Required Textbooks

Reserve Reading

LT 366—The Liturgical Calendar and Feasts of the West Syriac Tradition (Daniel)

Required Textbooks
*The Liturgical Book of Major Feasts (Anduthaksa)*. MOSC or MSOC or SOC Publication.
*The Malankara Orthodox Christian’s Holy Liturgy of Passion Week*. MOSC, 2011.
*Prayers in Lent Seasons*. MOSC or MSOC or SOC Publication.

Reserve Reading
Systematic Theology

SP 316—Prayer and Sanctity (Bouteneff)

Required Textbooks
None

Reserve Reading
None

SP 375—Death in Literature (J. Behr and K. Behr)

Required Textbooks

Reserve Reading
None

ST 202—Living Tradition: Theology in Contemporary Society (Bouteneff)

Required Textbooks
None

Reserve Reading